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Colourful Semantics Picture Scenes

Park Scene
Suggested sentences from this picture scene:

The lady is walking her dog. The pretty butterflies are flying past the big tree.

The boy is kicking the football to the girl. The girl is drinking a cold can of pop.

The boy is eating a burger in the sky to the girl

The girl is drinking a can of pop in the park

The boy is kicking the football past the tree

The man are flying The birds

The man is riding bike

The lady is wearing a helmet

is wearing boots

The lady is walking dog
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Beach Scene
Suggested sentences from this picture scene:

The lady is eating yummy fish and chips. The boy is putting a red flag on the sandcastle.

On a sunny day, people visit the beach. Four seagulls are flying in the sky.

The man is surfing sun cream in the sea On a sunny day,

The girl is putting sunglasses on arm
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Picnic Scene
Suggested sentences from this picture scene:

The friends are eating food at the park. The boy is eating a big sandwich.

The girl is drinking orange juice. The sun is in the sky.

The friends at the park On a sunny day,

The girl in the sky

The girl

The boy

The boy

The girl

The boy

The boy
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Classroom Scene
Suggested sentences from this picture scene:

The teacher is talking to the students. The clock is on the wall.

The boy is writing on paper. The girl is putting a book on the bookcase.

on the wall to the studentsThe girl is putting The clock

on the bookcaseThe teacher is talking the book

on paperThe girls are reading a book

The boy is writing
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Park Scene Answers
The boy is eating a burger. 

The girl is drinking a      cold     can of pop.

The boy is kicking the       red      football to the girl.

The birds are flying in the sky.

The man is riding      his      bike in the park.

The man is wearing a      blue      helmet.

The lady is walking      her      dog.

The lady is wearing      pink     boots.

The     pretty     butterflies are flying past the       big      tree.
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Colourful Semantics Picture Scenes

Beach Scene Answers
The man is surfing in the sea. 

The girl is putting suncream on       her       arm.

The girl is wearing      pink       sunglasses.

The lady is eating     yummy    fish and chips.

The family are building a sandcastle.

The boy is putting a       red      flag on the sandcastle.

The      little     girl is eating an ice cream.

    Four      seagulls are flying in the      blue     sky.

A boy is swimming in the sea.

On a sunny day, people visit the beach.
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Picnic Scene Answers
The friends are eating food at the park. 

The girl is eating cake.

The girl is wearing a        red       sunhat.

The boy is eating crisps.

The boy is wearing a       blue      t-shirt.

The girl is drinking     orange     juice.

The boy is eating a       big       sandwich.

    One         yellow    flower.

The sun                   in the sky. 

The boy is wearing sunglasses.
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Classroom Scene Answers
The clock                  on the wall.

The girl is putting the book on the bookcase.

The teacher is talking to the students.

The      two      girls are reading a book.

The boy is writing on paper.
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